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1.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF PRODUCTS LIABILITY

The tort theory knolin as products liability has developed over numerous years in response
to the development of an industrial society and the public policy need to protect consumers from
defective and unreasonably dangerous products.
The history of developing products liability law reflects society's
attempt to balmce its need for industrial expansion with the desire to
protect the consun~ingpublic from unreasonably dangerous products.
Atkins v. An7el-ican Motor Col-p., 335 So. 2d 134, 127 (AIa. 1976). Speciiically, products liability
law has developed separately from general negligence law and contract law. Products liability
developed as a separate area of law due to several proof problems associated with traditional notions
of negligence and contract law when a plaintiff attempted to sue a product manufacturer.
Colltract wai~antylaw presented hurdles such as privity requirements, potential disclaimers
of warranties, and notice requirements of breach of warranty. In many cases, a consumer ~

3 . unable
a

to bring a personal injury action under warranty against the product manufacturer because of the lack
of grivity or for failure to give appropriate notice.

Where consumers attempted to sue product

manufacturers for negligence, it \vas very difficuit, if not impossibie, to prove that the inanufacturer
breached the standad of care in relations to the complex manufacturing process of consumer goods.
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Early products law recognized the consumer's difficulty In bri17g1ngactions against products
manufacturers. As a result American courts be_:an to slowly c h ~ n g ethe heavy burden of proof
piaced on an inju~ecicon~umerbringing smr against a products manufacturer. One of tile ea111es
cases to recognize the draconian effect of privlty I-ulewas MacPhei-son v Bzrlck Motor Co.. 1 1 1 N.E.
1050 (1916). The MacPhel-son opinion. written by Justice Cordozo. effecth ely did away with the

privity requirement in negligence based products liability czses.
The majority of American Courts, including those of Alabama
quickly adopted the reasoning of A4acPherson and abandone'd the
tsclmical requirement of privity in negIigence actions against PI-oduct
manufacturers.

Martin, Alaba~na's Exte17dcdManufactilrersLiabilily Docfriize, Am.J. Trial Advoc., Velum.? 13:987,
(Spring 1990). However, the ~VucPhet-sonopinion did not address the difficulties plaintiffs had in
proving that the manufacturer breached the standard of due care. Therefore, the only avenue left to
injured consumers who could not meet the burden of proof in a ilegligence case \i7asa contract based
theory of implied warranty.
Tlle primary impediment to a breach of warranty czse against a product manufacturer was:
again, the requirement of pri~~ity.
However, the New Jersey Supreme Court removed the privity
requirement in personal injury cases based on breach of implied warranties in fi-enni17gsen v.

Bloa?,if;eld~l$otor-s,Inc,, 161 A. 2d 69 (1960). However, Alabama r e h s e d to eliminate the privity
requirement in products liabiliry actions based on breach of warranty. Mal-tin at 987 (citing

H~r;.niscl~feger
Corp. v. Hr1r.l-is: 190 So. 2d 286,290(Ala. 1966)). Instead, the Alabama Supreme
Court Ieft it to the legislature, with the adoption of the Uniform Commercial Code, to abolish the
privity reqcirement in personal illjury actions based upon breach of warranty.
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Finally, in 1962 the California Supreme Court estabIished the basis for 1:1odel-r? products
the
liability law, in Greenman v. Yuba Po~vel.Producls, 377 P.2d 89'7 (Ca1.1962). In Cree!71??a17:
California Supreme Couit Sfcame the first American jurisdiction to impose strict toit liability upon

$4024ofthe Restatemeni (Second) of Torts. Specifically, tlis section proilides.

ii;

its ei~tirety,illst:

(1)

Oile uillo sells any product in a defective condition
unreasonably dangerous to the user or consumer or to his propei-ty is
subj ject to liability for physical llarm thereby caused to the ultimate
user or consumer, or to his property, if

(2)

(a)

the seller is engaged in the business of selling
such a product and

(b)

It is expected to and does reach the user or
consumer without substantial change in the
condition in whicll it is sold.

The rule stated in Subsection (1) applies although
(a)

the seller has exercised all possible care in the
preparation and sale of his product, and

(b)

the user or consumer has not bought the
product from or entered into any contractual
relation with the seller.

The Restatement adopted a strict liability version of products law wl-~ichwas sinlilar to the approach
taken by the Greenlnan Court. The Restatement's approach to strict liability in tort for product

manufacturers effectively eliminated the requirement of proving fault required in a negligence action
aild eliminated the need of privity. Following the American Institute's adoption of S402A. 111ost
jurisdictions adopted and currently utilized the Restatement's approach to strict liabiiity in tort
focusing o n the "condition of the l~roduct" and the manufacturer's conduct in placing an
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. .

unreasonably dangerous product in the stream of cornnlerce rather than focusing on tlie "due caren
of the manufacturer in creating the product.
Unlike most jurisdictions, the Alaba~naSupreme Court did not and has not eml-]-aced5402A
of the Restatement (Second) of Torts. Instead, Alabanla adopted a hybrid theory of to17 liability for
defective products. See c.g,, Casrell v. Altec Industries; 335 So. 2d 128 (Ala. 1976); and ~ r k i l l sv.

A~IEI-ican
A40ro1,Corp., 335 So. 2d 134 (AIa. 1976). Alabama's version of strict liability retains a
"fault" based approacll to products liability rather than pure strict liability,. . "condition of the
product", as \vith $102.4.

11.

-4LABAMAS EXTENDED MANUFACTURER'S DOCTRINE

A.

TIleory of Liability

Alabama's early products liability law was a fault based theory called the "Manufacturer's
Liability Doctrine". See c.g., Defore

1,.

Bour.jois, I m . , 105 So.2d 846 (Ala. 195 8). -4s mentioned

ebove, the Alabama Supreme Court eliminated the privity requirement for ~ ~ e g l i g e n czctions
e
under

this doctrine, but the Court refused to eliminate the privity requirement in \varranty actions.

I11

pers~~nzl
injury w a ~ a n t ybased actions privity remained a requirement until the Alabama Legislature
adopted the Uniform Commercial Code. However, Alabama's "Manufacturer's Liability Doctrine7'
inade it easier for an injured plaintiff to bring suit against a manufacturer for a defective product.
One of the leading cases setting forth the requirements to estabiish a claim under the
"h4anufacturer's Liability Doctrine" nras Xortort Company v. Hurl-elsotz, 176 So.2d I 8 (Ala. 1965).

Under the "Manufacturer's Liability Doctrine", a plaintiff m ~ s establish:
t

The defendant must be either the manufacturer or seller of the injury

-

4
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producing article. There is no privity of contract between the
defendant and the injured plaintiff. At the time complained of the
article must have been applied to the use for whicll it was
manufactured and sold and that use ~ n u s ?be in the usual and
customary iriai-~ier. Where these circumstances e:iist the
. .
manufacturer or seller will be liable for an lrijiiry proximaieiyAnn- t l ~ e
n f t17e - & ; P I P
hilt Vlilg
n n l l i ~ ~ ; h tp h
~ e~~ ~ - t ; is
r l
l ~ > U I L 1 1 1 ~
inherently or imninently dangerous to human life or health, or
become so when put to its intended use in the proper maiiGlei.. Tliis
liability arises fiom either the negligent manufacture of the article or
negligence in selling it.
--nr.l+:nrr
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Han-eIson, 176 So.2d at 20-21. Un!ike tile current "Extended Manufacturer's Liability Doctrine'',
the "Manufacturer's Liability Doctrine" required the plaintiff to establish that a nlanufacturer failed

to exercise due care in the manufacture or design of its product.
Alabama's current products liability law was officially adopted in 1976 in the co~llpanion
cases of CasreIl v. AIrec I~zdustl-iesand Arkins v. Alnerican ,2.lotors Corp.. While Alabama's
Supreme Court refused to adopt 5402A of the Restatement (Second) of Torts as its product law, its
version is very similar. To establish liability under the AEMLD a plaintiff must prove:

(I)

he suffered illjury or damages to hi~llselfor property by one

who sells a product in a defective condition umcasonably dangerous
to the plaintiff as the ultimate user or consumer: if

(a)

the seller is engaged in the business of selling
such a product and;

(b)

is expected to 2nd does reach the user or
consumer without substantial change in the

5
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condition in which it is sold.

case although

(a)

the seller has exercised all possible care in the
preparation and sale of his product and

(b)

the clser or consumer has not bought the
product from or entered into any contractual
relatiors with, the seller.

Cayyell at 133. While a plaintiff must show a product is defective there is not need to also establish

that it is unreasonably dangerous.

The Alabama Supreme Court has determined that the n~ords

"defect" and "unreasonably dangerous" are essentially synonymous. A product is "defecti~re"if it
is not "fit for its intended purpose".

Id. A "defect" in a product renders it "ullreasonably

dangerous". Id. As in a negligecce case, wlietkier a product is "unreasonably dangerous" is usually
a question for the trier of fact. 'Id. If it is determined that a product is defective, the fault or
negligence of the manufacturer is predicated upon its conduct in placing the product into the stream
of commerce.

In other words, the fault or negligence of the defendant is that he has
conducted himself in a negligent manner by placing a product on the
market causing personal injury or property damage, when used to its
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intended purpose. As long as there is a causal re!ationsllip bctween
the defendant's conduct and the defective product, he is held liable
for he has created an unreasonable risk of harm.

As stated above, liability of a products ~nanufacturerin Alabama is predicated upon their
"conduct" in placing a defective, umeasonably dangerous product into the strean? of com~nerce.
The focus is not on whether the manufacturer conducted himself in a reasonable manner in
producing the particular product. Instead, the focus is on whether the manufacturer placed a
defective product in the marketplace. Thus, the focus is on "conduct", not the "condition of the
product." As such, Alabama's product law, while not strict liability as under $402'4, is a hybrid
"fault7' (conduct) based concept which is predicated Illore on the manufacturer's coilduct in selling
a defective product thzn purely looking at the "condition of the product" as a basis for liability.
Because Alabama's product law remains fault based, it is subject to certain legal defenses that arc
available in a negligence case, unlike claims under 5402A where such defenses would not necessary

b k available or consistent: since liability is based solely on ibe "condition of the product" and not
related to "fault" or "conduct" of the defendant.

B.

Defenses to Liability

Vllder he AEMLD a manufacturer can defend on several affirmative defenses. First, a
supplies or seller of a product

rn4 avoid liability by establishing the defense of "lack

o f causal

connection". Atki17s v. .4~;71er-ica/z
iifotor. Corp., 335 So.2d 134 (Ala. 1976). While the AEh4LD
applies equally to a supplier or seller as to a manufacturer, if the supplier can prove that the product
came to him in a closed container he may avoid liability. If the supplier can show that he had no
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duty or no opportunity to inspect or observe the product to become aware of the defect claimed by

the plaintiff he can ciaim iack ofcausai connection between his conduct and the plaintiffs i:ljury.

no part in creating this condition. Second, as with other negligence cases, the affirnlative defenses
of assumptio~lof the risk, and contributory negligence are also ax ailable. Id. However contriburory
negligence is not a defense as it relates to accident causation. APJI 32.19; Geiieral A4otor.s

I,

Snilt.t,

646 So.2d 564 (Ala. 1994) and De~zllisv. Anlericcln Honda A4otor- Co , 5 8 5 So.2d 1336 (AIa.I 991).
These conduct based defenses are essentially established in this same

manlier

as would be i11 a

negligence case. This is also a unique aspect of the AEMLD. Because the AEMLD is fault bzised,
the Court has determined it consistent to allow defenses based upon conduct of the Plaintiff, Other
julisdictions that have adopted pure 5402A have experienced difficulty in reconciling its "condition
of the psod:lct7' premise of Iiability with "fault" based defenses.
Lastly, a n~su~ufacturer
can raise the affimiative defense of product "misuse". This defense
is generally distinguishable Erom contributory negligence and assumption of the risk, if it applies
when a Plaintiff uses a product in a manner not foreseeable to the manufacturer. However, the Court
has equated contributory negligence wit11 misuse. See Dennis,supra.
C.

Damages

Damages available under'the AEMLD for personal injury are the same as in any other
neglegence case or wrongful death action. Both compensatory and punitive damages can be sought
under the AEMLD. Property damage is also recoverabiz with certain exceptions. Generally,
damage to the product itself is not recoverable under the AEMLD. Additionally, purely economic
damages related to the use of a comnzc1.cinl prodilce are not recoverable. Lloyd Wood Coal Co. v.
8
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Clark Equip. Co., 543 So. 2d 671 (Ala. 1989). These type damages relate nlore to contract a ? ~ d
warranty theories than the AEMLD.

III.
A.

CMSHIVORTHIKESS DOCTRINE
m-z

I

-

neory

- r T :-L:I:+.
UI L I Z U I I I L J '

The Alabama Crashwoi-thiness Doctrine is a subcaregory of the AEMLD.

"The

Crashworthiness Doctrine" or tlle "Enhanced Illjury Doctrine" relates to those products liability
cases irlirolviiig a defective automobile or vehicie. An example of tlus type products case ~vouldbc
a claim against a car mzilufacturer for a defective seat belt. If a plaintii'f is injured in a tv.0 car
collision while wearing his seat belt. the plaintiff may claim that his injuries were secondery or
e~hancecidue to a design defect in the seat belt although the seat belt design did not cause the
accident. f n other words, the design defect tlat enhanced tlle plaintiffs Ii~~jury
was not the direct or
proximate cause of the accident, but the proximate cause of the plaintiffs injuries. The gravamen
of a crashwortlliness claim is not accident causation but rather injury causation. See, e.g , Den11is

v. Anzei-icau Honda Motor Co., Inc . 5 8 5 So. 2d 1336 (Ala. 1991). While nlost America11
jurisdictions 11ax.e adopted a crash~vortllin~ss
doctrine establishing that a inanufacturer can be liable
for a plaintiffs enhanced injuries in a collision, the Alabama Supreme Court did pot adopt this
doctrine until 1985 in Gei~eralMolors Coi-p. v. Edwards, 482 So. 2d 1176 (Ala. 1985).
111a crashworthiness case, a plaintiff not only has to prove the elements necessary to establish
a claiili under the iZEMLD, but must also prove "that a safer, practical, alternative design ulas
available to the manufacturer at the :ime it mamfactured the automobile. The existence of a safer,
practical alternative design must be proven by plaintiff by showing that:

(a)

The plaintiffs injuries would have been eliminated or in some

9
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way reduced by the use of the alternative design, and that;
(b)

The utility of the alternative design outweiglled the utility of

.-

the design actuaiiy used. . . ."

APJI 32.22.
While a crashworthiness claim requires proof of additional elements, the claim may be
aitogethei-preempted by Federal law. The National Highway Traffic Safety Admillistration regulates
a nunlber of auto~nobiledesign aspects via the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards. A number

of courts, both state and federal, have held that certain claims are preempted by the Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Act and common law products liability claims may not be raised against car
manufacturers based on certain defects. See e.g. Sch~z~artzv. Yolvo Nortlz A17lerica1.1
Corp., 554 So.
2d 927 (Ala. 1989) (holding that claims related to failure of a manufacturer to install an airbag are

preempred by Federal law); and Irving v. M u z h Moror C o y . , 136 F3d 764 ( I lth Cir. 1998) (holding
that certain claims alleging seatbelt design defects are preempted by Federal law).

B.

Defenses to Liability

Defenses to a crashwoi-tlliness claim are generally the same as those for an AEMLD claim.

C.

Damages

Again, damages under a ki-ash\?~orthinessclaim are the same as in an AEMLD action.

IV.

BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY

A.

Theory of Lia biIity

Tradi~ionally,a plaintiffs ability to recover under breach of warranty theories was restricted
due to privity and notice requireme~lts. Fortunately, Alabama's adoption of the Unifoinl
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Commercial Code has made breach of iinplied warranty a viable products liability theory because
existed. Ala. Code (1 975) 5 7-2it has eliminated the privity and notice requirements that pre~~iously
3 14 and $7-2-3
i 5 set forth tile inlplied warranties of mercharltabiiity and fitness for a particuiar

-.

purpose. I nese wal-raniies can attach to any consumer prodiici uniess excluded or iiiiiiied by
disclailners meeti~lgthe requireme!:ts of Aia. Code (1 945) 57-2-3 16. However, inlplied warrailties
cannot be limited or excluded with regard to personal injury. See 57-2-31 6 ( 5 ) .
As nlentioned above the E C C has eliminiated the privity requireinent th-ough $7-2-318
~ v l i c hextends the benefit of implied warranties "to any natural person if it is reasonable to expect
that such person may use, consume or be affected by the goods and ~ v h ois injured in person by
breach of the warrznty.

A seller may not exclude or Iirnit the operation of this section."

Additionally, the UCC eliminated the requirement of an i~ljuredperson to notify the manufacturer
or seller that a breach of implied or express warranties occurred. Siml7zons v. Cle~ncoIndus., 368

So. 2d 509 (Ala. 1979). The UCC also extended the statute of limitations for a person injured by

a breach of wal-rant?.. The statute of linlitations for a wzi-santy c!aiin begins to run from the date of
injury and not from the date of delivery of the product if same is a coilsunler good. Sinzi7zous v.

CZemco hldus., 368 So. 2d 509 (Ala. 1979). To establish liability for breach of implied wananty for
personal injury requires diffsrent proof than a claim under the AEMLD. See Shell v. Uniotii Oil, 489

So. 2d 569> 571 (Ala. 1986); and Tucker v. G h i 1998 Westlaw 178780 (A1.Civ.App. April 17.
1998). APJI lists the ite111s of proof to establish a breach of warranty of merchantability a plaintiff
must prove:

1.

That the defendant was a mercha~tor seller with respect to
goods of the same kind as the product or article in question,
in this case
11
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2.

The defentiant sold the product or article in question;

3.

That product or article in question was used for the ordinary
purposes for which such products are used.

4.

-.
1hat the product or articie in questioil was defective, or
ulmerchantable, i.e. not fit for the ordinary purposes for
which such products are used;

5.

That a defect or defects in the product or article proxi1n;ltely
caused iiljuly to the plaintiff.

APJI 32.02

,

.

In other words, a product is not merchantable if it is not "fit for the ordinary purposes for
which such goods are used; . . ." Ala. Code (1975),

5 7-2-314.

In fact, in products liability csses,

the Alabama Supreme Court has defined "defective" as follows:
'Defectiveness' under the AEXdLD has been defined by [The
Sup:-erne Court] to mean that the product does not meet the
r: sonable expectations of a11 ol-dinay consunler as to its safet~r:i-e.,
thst the product is not reasonably safe for its intended purpose and
use.

,41771720~1~
V . Massey-Fergusoi?, I I ~ c .663
, So. 2d 961,965 (Ala. 1995)(citing Townsend v. Generul
Motors Corp., 642 So. 2d 41 1 (Ala. 1994); and Casrell v. Altec b7dustr-ies, lizc., 335 So. 2d 123
(Ala. 1976)). With the exception of the word "safe" the AEMLD definition of "defective" is
identical to the requirements of merchantability set out in

5 7-2-3 14.

Therefore, ill a breach of

warranty claim, if a product does not meet the reasonable expectations of an ordinary consumer as
to its intended purpose and use, the warranty of n~erchantabiiityhas Leen breiiched. Unlike a claim
for AEMLD, t o establish that a product is not merchantable, a plaintiff does not nerd to provide
expert testi:nony. Tucke:,at 3.
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To prove a claim for breach of implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose a plaintiff
must establish essentially the same elements as with the warranty of merchantibili~ybut must also
establish:
(1)

Tile seller has reason to k j 1 0 ~the buyer's pafiicu!ar pijrpoce;

(2) The seller has reason to know that :he buyer is relying on ;he
seller's skill or judgment to furnish the appropriate goods; and
(3)

The buyer, in fact, relied upon the seller's skill or judgment.

Tucker at 6 . Again, the elements can be established without the need or requirement of expert
testimony. Id.
3.

Defenses to Liability

While the breach of warranty theories have advantages, there are several draw backs t o heir
use. In most cases involving economic or property dan~age,breach of warranty theories do not apply
to the mallufacturer of the product and the requirement of privity and notice have not been

eliminated. See e.g., Rhodes v. Gei?eral Mb.tors Cor-p , 621 So. 2d 945 (Ala. 1993); iVeIlcl-afr

Marine v. Zal-zour, 577 So. 2d 414 (Ala. 1990); Tucker v. General Motors Cor.p.,supra. Only in
cases involving personal injury has the privity requirement and notice requirement been eliminated
by the adoption oftlle UCC.Therefore, absent persolla1 injury a manufacturer can raise the privity
defeense to a VCC implied wananty claim. While an implied warranty theory has restricti~nsfor
property dunage cases, the theosies'can be very useful to a persolla1 injury plaintiff. As stated above
the burden of proof can be easier than an

AEMLD claim and the applicable defenses can be

beneficial. A claim for breach of warranty is essentially a contract claim and eliminates the
defendant's ability to raise assun~ptionof the risk or contributory negligence as a bar to the
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plaintiffs recovery. Essentially, the defendant is restricted to the customary contract defenses and
the plaintiffs conduct is not an issue.

C.

n - .-._ - _

_

uamagcs

Since a breach of warranty claim is essentially one of contract, punitive damages are not
available in either a property damage or personal injury case. In r~lostcases: the ollly daniages
avail~bleare those ~ i l u c hplace the plaintiff in a position they would have been in had the \varranty
not been breached. Ho~veiler,the plaintiffs ~ o u l dbe entitled to incidental and consequentla1
damages arising out of the breach of warranty. In a personal injury case this can be significant in
el-iae it alion,s for recovery of pain and suffering, medical expenses, pem~aiicniinjury and other
typical personal injury damages. Additionally, breach of warranty claims are limited to some degree
b ~ the
r UCC \\.here only ecoilonlic damages are cIaimed. In sucll an instance, privity of coiltract is

required. AGIO I~zdus.1i.c v. Delta 011 Co., 485 So. 2 d 340 (Ala.Civ.App. 1985). Additionally,
where only economic damages are sought, there can be no claim for breach of an implied uarranty
against a manufacturer without privity. IVellcraft Marii2e Div.of Geiznzar Indus., Iizc. v. Zarzou?;

577 So. 2d 414 (Ala. 1990).

D.

Other \Van-anty Lirnitatior~s

Alabama law is not clear on the exact application of irriplied wmxiity claims in conjiinction
with personal injury damages related to a defecti1.e product. The only case in Alabama to truly
address the dichotomy between breach of warranty claims for personal injury and personal injury
clainls under the AEMLD is Shell v. Union Oil, 489 So. 2d 569 (Ala. 1976). In esplailli~lgthe
difference between the two claims the SlilelI Court stated:

[The] law, \vhose statutory language makes no reference to tort law
14
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in connection with products liability concerns itself with the quality
of the product by establishing standards of merchantability for a
particular purpose . . .[141ilethe tort law] concerns itself with safety
standards by inlposing strict liability upon the one who sells an
unreasonably dangerous product whlch causes physical harnl. The
consideratioil supporting either of the principles are not affected by
the considerarions underiying the other and tile standards of quallty
o f a product. with the intended risk of the bargain are elltirely distinct
from its standards of safety, with a possible u~lreasonablerisk of
harm. It follows that a violation of the standard of safety which
results in physical ham to the unreasonably dangercus product itself
subjects the seller to tort rule of strict liability.

Shell at 571 (quoting A4id-Cor?tinenfAircraj? Corp. v. Curry County Spruying Service,Inc.,5 53 S.W.
2d 935, 940 (Tex.Civ.App. 1977)). The Court further stated that the issue of whether a product is
reasonably dangerous is not one properly brought ~lnderthe warranty theories of the UCC but are
more properly raised under the AEMLD.
The implied warranty lllalldated by this section of the UCC is one of
conzn~ercialfitness and suitability, and a private right of action is
afforded only \??herethe user or consumer is injured bj. the breach of
that wai-ranly. That is to say, tlle UCC does not impose upon tile
seller the broader allegation to warn against health l~azarcisinherent
in the use of the product \:.llen the warrmty of coimercial fitness has
been complied with.

In Sl~ell,the plaintiffss?employees of Goodyear, who had contracted cancel- zfier being in
contact wit11 a product used by Goodyear in its industrial process and manufactured by the d e f e n d a ~ t .

The plaintiffs alleged that the product was not fit for its intended purpose because it allegedly
caused li~eircancer. The product in question had been developed to Goodyear's specifications for
use in its manufacturing process. The Court reasoned that under the particulrr circuinstances the

. .
pla~ntlffs'remedy was outside t l ~ escope of the UCC and sha~!dbe brougilt under the AEFALD.
15
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In Shell, because the product at issue ~ ~ manufactured
3 s
to Goodyear's specifications al:d
suited for its purpose in Goodyear's manufacturing process. the issue of its defective:less was related
to its safety and not whether the product was of good commercial quality. Therefore, the question
for a plaintiff. particularly a personal injury plaintiff, is whether claims for breach of \varranty relate
to the safety of a product or to its commercial qualit).. For example, if a pipintiff is

11;

~ 1 t . dln

automobile collision lvllile \vearing a defective seat belt, does a breach of warranty claim exist or is
the o d y remedy under the AEMLD and the crashworthiness doctrine? There are no .Alabama caszs
that address this issue. Obviousiy, if a seat belt fails to properly restrain an occupant as it is required
to do under Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, there can be an argument that the seat belt fails

to meet commercial quality standards as well as safety standards. However, if one can present a
legitimate argumenr with regard to quality issues. the plaintiffs burden is substantially lessened in
e~tai~lishing
liability. If a seat belt does not meet commercial quality standards, it appears that a
plaintiff could reccver by establishing that the seat belt does not meet the reasonable expectations
of a consumer, thereby establishing liability without the need of proving a better alternative to desigr.
under the crashwol-thiness doctrine. Again, there are no Alabama cases addressing this issue but
taking the theories to their logical conclusion it would appear that a personal injury plaintiff can
pursue warranty claims with regard to comerciai quality rather than focusing on the unreasonably
dangerous nature of a product to establish a product "defect".

In ;he case of used auton~obiles,the Alabama Supreme Court has also held that there are no
imp!ied warranties. Ki!bourrze v. E e f i d e r s o ~65
, So. 20 533 (F,Ia.Ci?i.App. 1953); E-ax, IHC. v.

T i d ~ ~ ~ o33
r e1 , So. 2d 275 (Ala. 1976); and Osboul-ne v Custonz Tr-zrck Sales and Ser-vice, Inc., 562
So.2d 243 (Ala. 1990). However, the Court's pronouncement in this area all involved economic and
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not perso~lalinjury damages. In fact, tl~er-eappear to be no Alabama cases

011the

issue of wllether

an implied wai~antyattaches to a used automobile for personal injuries. Recent kiabam; Supl-erne

CGUI-topiniolls on this issue a!! rely

Oil

the opinion in rT(i1b~iti;ntiv. Henderson, supra, which \$,as a

c a p decided prior 10 the adoption of t!?e UCC i: L*Llab~?;a.1: Wras decided based Lipoil :he old

Urihrrn Sales Act.

!il

fact, iii P a , 1i.i~.-v. Tidiiioi-e, supra, the Supreme court states that thel-e h a ~ ~ e

been no cases in Alabama on this issue since the adoption of the UCC. Again, the Tid117o1-e
case
involves purely economic darnages and tile Coul? states that its holding in Tid1.iloi.e is specific to that
particular case and the facts before it and that it does not i112ke any general holding as to ~ ~ h e t h an
er
implied warrant attaches to a used vehicIe in all circumstances. Therefore, it seems icevitable that
the rule in Alabama, under the UCC, is that no implied warranties exist in a case in1;olving purely
economic damages. However, it can be argued in the case of personal injury, that implied
wananties do attach to used vehicles. Ala. Code (1 975).

5 7-2-3 16 ( 5 ) states as folio~vs:

Nothing in subsection (2) or subsection (3) (a) or in $ 7-2-3 1 7 shall
be construed so as to limit or exclude the selIer(s) liability for
damages for injury to the person in the case of consu~liergoods.
Tllerefore, it is arguable that the UCC states that in the case of personal injury, an ilnplied warranty
cannot be limited or modified and attaches to used vehicles with regard to personal injuries. Again,
there are no Alabama cases which address this issue.

V.

CONCLUSION

Alabama's products liability Iaw has developed under the premise of protecting consumers.
Although the develnp_rr?er?tof our products liability law has eased the burden of proof required of a
plaintiff, there still remains several technical issues related to establishing liability that have yet to
be resolved. As mentioned above, there are several issues related to warranty theories that have not
17
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bee11addressed. Additionally, there are numerous issues related to how the plaintiffs conduct can
or should be used as a defease to products liability claims that 1:ave :let beer, hI1:p developed.

T!~erefore,wltile the casual observer may dink our products liability law is fully developed, we still
have room for improvement.
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